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A computer program is developed to solve the compressible, laminar boundary-layer
equations for two-dimensional flow, axisymmetric flow, and quasi-three-dimensional flows
including the flow along the plane of symmetry, flow along the leading-edge attachment line,
and swept wing flows with a conical flow approximation. The finite-difference numerical
procedure used to solve the governiug equations is second-order accurate. The flow over a
wide range of speed, from subsonic to hypersonic speed with perfect gas assumption, can be
calculated. Various wall boundary conditions, such as wall suction or blowing and hot or
cold walls, can be applied.
The results indicate that this boundary-layer code gives velocity and temperature profiles
which are accurate, smooth, and continuous through the first and second normal derivatives.
The code presented herein can be coupled with a stability analysis code and used to predict
the onset of the boundary-layer transition which enables the assessment of the laminar flow
control techniques. A user's manual is also included.
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stagnation point velocity gradients




skin friction coefficient ill the x-direction based on the edge condition,
Eq. (8:3) or Eq. (84) or Eq. (85a)










metric coefficients in the x and y coordinates, respectively.
indices in the x, y, and z direction, respectively
coefficient of thermal conductivity(= %#/Pr)
geodesic curvature of the curves y = const, and x = const., respectively,
Eq. (5)
parameters defined in Eq. (6)
length scale (to be used by the stability analysis codes)
Mach number
















logarithmic disturbance amplification ratio
coefficients defined in Eqs. (55),(61),(63),(68),(70)
pressure
Prandtl number
radius measured from the center of rotation for axisymmetric body (Fig. 1)
heat transfer at the wall, Eqs. (89)-(91)
arc length measured along x direction (fi'om x = 0).
temperature





Cartesian coordinates for wing definition, Figs. 3, 4, 5.
reference rectangular coordinates
distance measured along the chord line (X/c = 1 at the trailing edge)
angle of attack
7 ratio of specific heat








boundary-layer thickness; (z) v/ts=0.99s
displacement thickness in x-direction, defined in Eq. (87) or (88a)
displacement, thickness in y-direction, defined in Eq. (88b)
transformed normal coordinate, Eq. (40) or Eq. (43) or gq. (4.5)
angle between x and y coordinates























azimuthal angle, 0 and 7r on the windward and leeward plane of symmetry,
respectively, see Fig. 2
or stretching variable for an airfoil, cos-l(1 - X/c), Fig. 6
adiabatic wall
edge of the boundary-layer
leading-edge
stagnation point or stagnation line (leading-edge attachment line)
total
wall
partial differentiation with respect to .r
partial differentiation with respect to 9
partial differentiation with respect to (,"
free stream





















Coordinate System for 2-D and Axisymmetric Flow
Coordinate System for the Flow Along the Plane of Symmetry
and Along the Leading-Edge Attachment Line
Coordinate System for the Swept-Back Wing Flow
Coordinate System for the Swept-Forward Wing Flow
Coordinate System for the Delta Wing Flow
Airfoil Definition for Swept Wing Flow
Skin Friction Coefficient (NACA 0012 Airfoil, M_ = 0.5, a = 0 °)
Skin Friction Coefficient (Hypersonic Cone, Moo = 7.4, a = 0 °)
Skin Friction Coefficient (Ellipsoid of Revolution, M_ = 0.05, a = 6 °)
Velocity Profiles (Infinite Swept Cylinder, M_ = 0.126675, c_ = 0°)
Pressure Distribution (Swept Wing, M_:, = 0.80)
Skin Friction Coefficient (Swept Wing, Mo_ = 0.80, without suction)
Velocity Profile and Its Normal Derivatives
(Swept Wing, M_ = 0.80, without suction)
Comparison of Calculated N factor (Freq=3000 Hz)
Skin Friction Coefficient (Swept Wing, M_ = 0.80, with suction)
Velocity Profile and Its Normal Derivatives
(Swept Wing, M._ = 0.80, with suction)




















PART I. NUMERICAL METHOD
1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, the major emphasis in computational fluid mechanics has focused
on numerically solving the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations for increasingly complex aero-
dynamic shapes. Navier-Stokes solutions, however, are generally much more expensive to
obtain in terms of computer resources than the boundary-layer solutions, and while capable
of simulating the physics of complex flows, they are often of low resolution due to grid point
restrictions. Therefore, Navier-Stokes solution may not be adequate for the stability analy-
sis which requires accurate solution inside the boundary layer. Furthermore, Navier-Stokes
solutions are not essential for many design and analysis procedures.
Renewed emphasis on drag reduction [1], laminar flow control [2], and transition pre-
diction [1] has indicated the need to develop boundary-layer software that can be routinely
applied to aerospace vehicles at a fraction of the cost associated with solutions obtained from
the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations. Research at the NASA Langley Research Center has
resulted in the developnlent and verification of three-dimensional boundary-layer procedures
[3] [4] for application to aerosi)ace configurations.
In preliminary design, especially for the design of the laminar flow control wing, empe-
nage, nacelle, or fuselage, it is convenient to use simplified two-dimensional or axisymmetric
or quasi-three-dimensional flow calculations to limit computation expense. A boundary-layer
code for the application to swept-back and tapered wings developed by Kaups-Cebeci [5] has
been used for the design of a laminar flow control wing. This boundary-layer code, however,
can only solve subsonic and swept-back wing flow with a spanwise conical flow approxima-
tion. Also, this code yields discontinuous first and second normal derivatives of the velocity
along with an oscillatory skin fl'iction coefficient for some flow cases, especially when suction
is applied.
In this report, an efficient, second-orderaccurate, finite-difference method is used to
solve the two-dimensionalor axisymmetric or quasi-three-dimensional,compressible,lami-
nar boundary-layerequations. The quasi-three-dimensionalflows consideredin the present
report include flow along the planeof sylmnetry, flow along the leading-edgeattachment
line, and sweptwing flows with conical flow approximations. The swept wing case includes
swept-back tapered wings and swept-forward tapered wing with a spanwise conical flow as-
sumption, and swept-back delta (low aspect ratio) wings with a streamwise conical flow
assumption which is more appropriate for the flow over a low aspect-ratio wing.
Results are presented for several test cases. This method was used for the boundary-layer
stability analysis of axisymmetric laminar-flow-control nacelles [6] and of the flow along the
leading-edge attachment line [7]. The method is valid for p,erfect gas flows from subsonic to
hypersonic Mach numbers. Interaction between the inviscid and viscous flow is not included.
A user's manual with a detailed description of the computer program for the boundary-layer
analysis is presented in PART. II.
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2. BOUNDARY-LAYER EQUATIONS
Three-dimensional, colnpressible, laminar boundary-layer equations (in dimensional form)
for the general nonorthogonal body-oriented coordinate system, from which the governing
equations for two-dimensional, a.xisynametric, and quasi-three-dimensional flows are derived,
are as follows [3], [S], [9]:
continuity equation
0 0
@ (pwhlh2 sin0) =& (puh2 sin O) + ay (pvhl si,,O) + -_z
0 (1)
z-molnentum equation
pu Ou pv 0u 0u
h--70--TT+ h--_O-yg+ PW--_z pu2K, cot 0 + pv 2K2 csc 0 + puvK,,
csc 20 Op cot. 0 csc 00p if___. Ou
- h, Ox + h2 Oy + z (t_-_z) (2)
y-momentum equation
pu Ov pv Ov Ov
h,_oN + h_0-7+ pw_ pv_K_cot0+ p_,'/(xcsc0 + p,_,_K_,
cot0csc00p csc 200p 0 Or)
- h., Oz h2 Oy + -g-_z(tLOz (3)
energy equation
puOH pvOH OH 0 { tt OH 1 0 ___ }h,--_O---_r.+ h.-_O--gd+ p w Oz - Oz P r Oz + it(1 - _--_r)_-_z( . ) (4)
The metric coefficients h, and h2 are functions of z and y. Theta, 0, is the angle between the
x and y coordinates. The parameters K, and K2 are the geodesic curvatures of the curves
y = const and x = const resi)ectively , where
} .. s,nOK1- h,h2sinO (h2cos0) Ohl 1
- 0--Ta' _c__ (h,cosO)-
and
(5)
1 {IxK,2 -- hlh2 sin 2 0
1 {(1I_21 = /qh.2 sin 2 0
Oh, 0 Oh2 I+ cos_O)--_j - 2cos
,I
+ cos :a0) 0h2 oOhl }0-T - _cos (6)
V is the total velocity and is given by
V = (It 2 qt_ U2 -iV 2ltU COS O) 1/2 (7)
The boundary conditions are
= _, _,= _.(x,y), ¢,= _¥(x,y), H =//_ (8.a)
oH
z=O, u=v=O, w=ww, H=H_,, or (--O_-z)'°z=0 (8.b)
The pressure gradients are related to the inviscid velocities by the following equations at the
edge of the boundary-layer:
zte OUe t'e OUe ',t2eA'l cot 0 -}- v_h'2 csc0 -t- ueve/£12}P_ h_ 0:_--7 + h,2 0y
csc 0 Op cot 0 csc 00p
- +
Ill Ox h2 Oy
P_ V,0:,-7+ 1Zo-_j- dn_cot0 + ._u, c_c0+ ,.,,d,'_,
cot. 0 csc 00p csc 2 00p
h.l Ox h2 Oy
(9.a)
(9.b)
• 'SThe perfect gas equation of state and Sutherland, viscosity are used to close the equation
set.
2.1 Stagnation Point
To obtain the boundary-layer solutions at the three-dimellsional stagnation point, the
governing equations for three-dimensional laminar coml)ressible flows in Cartesian coordi-




00 (p.)+ (pv) 8+ -x-(pw) = 0 (10)
Oz-
4
Ou Ou Ou Op 0 Ou
pu--_x + pVV_y + pW Oz - O--_"+ -_'.(t'--_z) (11)
y-momentum equation




OH OH OH O { # OH 1,0 [/2}pU-_x + pv_ + pw Oz - c)z Pr Oz + #(1 - T_-r)_-_-z(-Z) (13)
V = (u + v) 1/2 (14)
The boundary conditions are
z = 5, u = u_(x,y), v = v,(x,y), H = H_ (15.a)
OH
z=0, u=v=0, .w=w_,, H=H_ or (-0-_-z)_=0 (15.b)
2.2 Two-dimensional and Axisylnmetric Flow
The boundary-layer equations for two-(limensional and axisymmetric flow can be obtained
from Eqs. (1)-(4) by substituting 0 = _/2, v = 0, h._ = 1, h2 = r j (j = 0 for 2-D flow; j = 1






io(p,,,.j) + = o (16)
,: 2
Ou Ou Op O Ou) (17)
pu_ + pW Oz - Ox + -:_z(# Oz
OH OH O { tl OH 1 O V 2 }pu-:_ x + pw--_z _ + t,(1 - (18)' z Oz P,. i_)z _ )-:_z (-2-)
V = u (19)
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The boundary conditions are
z = 5, u = u_(a'), H = He (20.a)
OH
= o, _,= o, _,,= w_, H = H_ o_ (_2)_ = 0 (20.b)
The pressure gradients are related to the inviscid velocity by tile following equation at the
edge of the boundary-layer:
due dp
- (2J)Pdt_- d x d x
2.3 Flow along Plane of Synnnetry and Along Leading-Edge Attachment Line
Along the windward and leeward l)lane of symmetry and along the leading-edge attach-
ment line, v and K1 csc 0 are zero and 0 is generally zr/2.( 0 is retained for the general system)
Consequently, each term in the y-momentum equation(Eq.(3)) vanishes. However, partial
differentiation of Eq. (3) with respect to y yields an equation for Ov/Oy. After differentiation
and using the appropriate symlnetry conditions (Ou/Oy = Ow/Oy = 02v/Oy _ = OH/Oy =
Oh_/Oy = Oh2/Oy = 0) along with Eq. (9), the governing equations for the flow along these
lines become (See Figure 2 for the coordinate system.):
continuity equation
0 c')




pu 0t, u &,_
hi Ox + pw_
( ,e Ov._e
= pe, h.l Ox
energy equation
(22)
0u_ 0 . 0'O,
u_I,', cot O) + _-7-(#w-) (23)
- - p,2lQ col 0 = p_( hi 0.t" z
uz Oz
P 2 pu20(Iil csc0)+ --v + puvvI(21 +
h2 y Oy
,,_ _,_o(i_ cscO) 0. 0_
---- + 1-772+ ,.e_,._I,_,)+ pe e oy + _(_'-b-7 )
O f p OH
Oz _ Pr Oz
6
10(V 2 }+ tt(1 - _rr)_- 7 2 )
pu OH OH
h.--[Oa--7 + pw Oz
(24)
(25)
where vy = Ov/Oy, vy_ = Ov¢/?)y and 17 = u along these lines.
The boundary conditions for the plane of symmetry are
z=,5, u=u_(x), vy=1)yc, H=It_ (26.a)
OH
z=O, u=v=1)u=O, w=ww, H=Hw or (_--Z-2-)w=O (26.b)
uy
2.4 Swept Wing Flow
The governing equation for a three-dilnensional compressible laminar flow in a polar
coordinate system with conical flow assumption (()p/Ox = 0) can be obtained by substituting
hi = 1, h2 = x, 0 = re/2 fi'om the equations (t)-(4). Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the coordinate
systems used for the swept-back wing with the spanwise conical flow assumption, the swept-
forward wing with the spanwise conical flow assuml)tion, and the swept-back delta (low
aspect ratio) wing with the streamwise conical flow assumption, respectively. Fig. 6 shows






0 ,(pux) + (pv) + 7(pux) = 0 (27)Ox Uz
where
OH
pu _ + ----
Ou pv Ou Ou pv 2 0 Ou
+ ---- + pw - ) (2s)x Oy Oz x Oz
pv 01) Ov puv 10p 0 Ov
x Oy + PW-oTz + - + ) (29)
pi, OH
x Oy OH O { tL OH 10V 2 }+ pw z Oz P," z + #(1 - _-7)_zz(72 ) (ao)
V = (it .Or V)I/2 (31)
The boundary conditions are
z = 6, u = ue(y), v = ve(y), H = He (32.a)
OH
z=0, u= v=0, w=w,,, H=H_ o," (-07-z)W=0 (32.b)
The pressure gradients are related to the inviscid velocities at the edge of the boundary-layer




_ 9 dpdr2 -2ueve - (33.b)
dy pe dy
Along the stagnation line, t, = 0. Partial differentiation of Eq. (29) with respect to y
yields an equation for Ov/Oy. After differentiation and substituting v = 0, the governing
equations for the stagnation line become:
continuity equation
P ,v+ (pwz)0-_a(pux) + v z =0 (34)
x-momentum equat ion
O. Ou O O.
P" O:r + P"'_ ) (35)
y-lnomentum equation
&'y P 2 pw_P"-0-7 + 7r,_'y+ ': + p.,v. ] O2p O Ova) (36)x - xOy 2 +-07z (tL Oz
energy equation
OH OH 8 ( p. OH
p')t-:_fx + pw Oz - Oz I Pr Oz
o (v
----+t'(1-p-Tr)O-7 2 } (37)
where
V = u (38)
The boundary conditions are
2----0,
= v_e, H = He (39.a)
w=w,,, tl=tl_ or (0-ff_-z/)W=0 (39.b)
3. TRANSFORMED EQUATIONS
The boundary-layer equations are transfornmd to a coordinate system which allows a
coupled solution of the continuity and momentunl equations. In this report, three different
transformations are used.
(A) The following transfornlation is used for stagnation point, 2-D flow, axisymmetric
flow, and flow along tile plane of symmetry.
x : x, Y : Y, C: _ :[_ p dz (40)
V lies dO Pe
where
together with tile following definitions
a"
= h 1d:r (41 )
F = = ,l/,le, c = g; = v/v,e:, E = H/He (42)
/rFor the stagnation point, lref = re; for 2-D and axisymmetric flow, G = g¢ = 0; for the
plane of symmetry, Gw" = V_., and G = g¢ = vu/I'_. This transformation removes the
singularity at z = 0.
(B) The following transformation is used for the flow along the leading-edge attachment
line,
x:x, y:y, C: _rl,.¢..= l_ Pd z (43)
V tie dO fie
and the definitions
F= .f¢ = u/u_, G= g¢ = vy/V_, E= H/He (44)
This transformatio11 is used to avoid an infinite tra.nsformed normal coordinate (G) near
x = 0; such an occurrence is possible when using the transformation given in Eq.(40).





(off the stagnation line) (46.a)
(oll the stagnation line)(46.b)
This t.ransformationis usedto handle caseswhen u_ is positive or negative.
3.1 Three-Dimensional Stagnation Point
The governing equations for three-dinlensional laminar compressible flows in rectangular
coordinates, Eqs. (10)-(13), are transformed using Eq. (40) and ttowarth's [10] inviscid ve-
locity components near the stagnation point. For s apl)roaching zero, the following ordinary
differential equations are ol)tailmd.
,r-momentum equation
B .,, p_
(('.1"')'+ f f" - (f,)2 + 7{.1 (j + __ = 0 (47)P
9-momentum equation
energy equation
.,, B BP -0 (4S)((-7::")'+ ,Io - 7[(_') 2 + o"o + A ,,
( ' E')'+ (f+ (j)E' = 0 (49)
The equations above are based on the assumptions that the outer flow is irrotational and
that the inviscid velocity components near the stagnation point can be approximated by
,t_ = Aa,, t,_ = By (50)
The primes denote ordinary differentiation with respect to (, i.e.,
,t" (!f_ u , d9 v a,,d E H (,51)
- de, _,_' 9 - d( - _,_' = :1--7
10
The boundary conditions are
C=o. .f=f'=v=o'=o, E'=o o,- e=ew (52._)
(=C_,: f'=l, g'=l, E=l (52.b)
Two-dimensional and axis3.qnmetric stagnation 1)oint equations can be obtained by sub-
stituting C* = B/A = 0 (for a 2-D stagnation point) or C* = B/A = 1 (for an axisymmetric
stagnation point).
3.2 Two-Dimensional and Axisy'mmetric Flow
Using the transformation given in Eq. (40) and the relations given by Eq.








(7_lEi) ( q- n2Ed -{- (n3)( - m13E¢ = mlo(FEx - E¢,fi,) (54)
The coefficients mx to 7)_13 and nl to n3 are as follows:






















Note that h,1 = 1 and h2 = 7'5, where j = 0 for 2-D flow or j = 1 for a,xisymmetric flow.
The boundary conditions are
=0" f=F=0, E'=0 07" E=E_. (56.a)
C=(_" F= 1, E=I (56.b)
3.3 Flow Along Plane of Sylnmetry
The governing equations for tile plane of symmetry are transformed using the transfor-
mation given in Eq. (40) and by defining
F=.f( = u/u_, G= g¢ = vy/V¢_, E= H/H_ (57)
z-momentum equation
F = .:( (5S.a)
(C&)_ + ,,_,.l'& - ,,,_V ' + "'_&V + "',,_ - ,,,l_& = ,,,.,0(VVx - &L) (5S.b)
g-momentum equation
G = g_ (59.a)
(CG_)¢ + m_,l'G_ - maG 2 - m4FG + m6G_g - mgF 2 + rn12c - ml3G(
= m,o(FG_,- (,'<.f_,) (59.b)
energy equation
(ltlL()( + J_2E( + (_t3)( --77t13E( = mm(FEx- E(A)
12
(6o)











_*u_t)( l(1 csc O)
ml_ = t(-_, Oy
(p.,),,, /t,_,,_s
C
7Z2 = l??l,f -t- 17_6g
'_ = ei-I-(1- >--7-)j' &
s cot, Oh'l
s 1 ()'eye v'2
+ _. ( + + IG_v_)
hi 0:r 1feb2V,x,

















.1'= F=g=G=0, E'=0 or E=E_, (62.a)
F = 1. G - vy_
' 14_' E = 1 (62.b)
3.4 Flow Along A Leading-Edge Attachment Line
The governing equations for the flow along the leading-edge atta.chnaent line are trans-
formed using the transformation given in Eq. (43) to the same equations as for the flow
13
along the plane of ss'mnwtry (Eqs.(58)-(60)). tlowever, becauseof the differencein the
transformation, the coefficientsmt to m13 and II1 to 113 are defined now as follows:
1 8u_ 1 0
,1_1- '2h_u¢ g)a: + h lh.2si|_OPv/-fi77-iTdLcOa:{h2sinO_} (63.a)
1 Ou_









17110 = _1 1
1 Ou_
mll - hlu_ O,r
._ O( IG csc0)
ml_- i.'_ O.q
11'13 [Qll# V7





l 1 0%_ _,2










The boundary conditions are the same as for the flow along the plane of symmetry and are
repeated here for completeness:
(, =0" .f = F = g = G = O, E' = O or E = E_, (64.a)
( = C_ " F = 1 G - 't,_
' I,,_' E = 1 (64.b)
L4
3.5 Swept \'Ving Flow
The governing equations for tile swept wing flow (off the stagnation line) are transformed
using the transformation given in Eq. (4.5) to the following equations.
x-momentum equation
F = .& (65._)
(C]_)< -kmlfF< - m2F "2+ ,n6Fgg + m,lc- ,/Zl3& : ")7(6YF_y -- &gy) (65.b)
y-momentum equatiol_
G = g< (66.a)
(UGh)< + 7_71,fG< - m3G 2 - 7n4FG + 7nBGgg - m9F 2 + 7n12c - m13G(
= mr(GG,_ - ("G,v) (66.b)
energy equation
(I? 1 E( )( -_ H2E ( _- (I13)( --'ml3E( = mr(GE_ - EG._) (67)
The coefficients ?H 1 t,o Dl13 and ?_1 *t,O H 3 are defined a,s follows:
n_l = - 1.,5
III 2 = 0
')'3- I "_ I (l v
'U e
1"4 - ] _te ]
l_2e
I)1 5 --
II e ['U e ]
1 d,v¢
"?6- l **_] d y
77?7 --
v_
'IN S _ --_
',l e [lie ]
'717 9 _ 0
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(=0: f=F=g= G=0, E'=0 or E=Ew (69.a)
(=(_: F=I, G=I, E=I (69.b)
The governing equations on the stagnation line (leading-edge attachment line) for the
swept wing flow are transformed to the following equations:
x-momentum equation
F = ,_




G = g¢ (71.a)
(CG¢)¢ -[- 77_1,1"G¢-m3G 2 - m4FG + rn6G¢g - m9 F2 -t- rn,12c -- ml3G¢ = 0 (7l.b)
energy equation
('11/_()( "1-'I2E'( -4- ('13)( --YDI3E(_ = 0 (72)
The coefficients n?l, m2, n_3, ?_4, n?5, m9, roll, m12, m13, nl, n2 are the same as in Eq. (68).
The remaining coefficients are defined as follows:
1 d v_ (73.a)
16
'D_7 : 0













All the equations listed ill the previous section can be expressed in the following form:
x-moinentum equation
r =
(Ct:'_)¢ + m_,fF_ - muF 2 - m,sFG + m6Fcg - msG 2 + m_c -/N13F (
= re,o(1 a lye.- l'cL,) + mr(Gfy - FCg,,) (74.b)
y-momentum equation
(7', =9(
(CG¢)( + 'mlfG( - maG "2-m4 FG + 'm6Gcg - 7_9 F 2 + t7_12C- 77_13G¢
= 'mm(f'C,.- G¢.]I,,) + mr(GGy - Gcgu)
energy equation
(75.a)
(nlE¢)¢ + n2E( + (7_3)¢ - mL3E¢ = mlo(FE_. - E¢.L_.) + mr(GE_ - Ecg_) (76.a.)
(76.b)
Note that either *nr or ml0 is zero for two-dimensional, axisylnmetric, and quasi-three-
dimensional flows.
TILe above equations are linearized using Newton-l{hapson's linearization technique [11].
The _-del'ivative terms are discretized using a. central finite-difference scheme. An implicit
second order backward finite-difference is used for the x- and y-derivative terms.. An implicit
marching procedure, which is similar method used in Ilef. [12], is used to solve the governing
equations.
For abbreviation, finil,e-differeLlce operators are defined as
A¢(*.) ( _
_(1,_. = ,'X((],,) _, 1 -- A((k_l}_. 1_'= 2, 3, .., kmax -- 1 (77.a)
At',, + A(_,_x
18
- Ok+,/2 + C,,_,/_ (77.b)
Fi - Fi__
6_F_ - if i=2 (77.c)
Z-_Xi
_Sx_ / = {Z.F_ -- (,.£-_Xi-1- ZXi_I) 2 } /_/ Jr" (:._3' i -'t- £-_xi-1)2"Fi-1 - _2-_x2Ti-2 if i > 3(77.d)
(_a,_)2(_:r_ + _:r___) - _a,_(_.r_ + _Xi_l) 2
,SuFj _ 1'5 - Fj_a if j=2 (77.e)
_yj
- (av + z,jj_,)"} e, + + a,vj-,/'Yj-, -
_SyFj if j >_ _77.f)(Ayj)2(A_j + _'Z,-_) - &,/j(Ayj + _yj_l)2
l(ck + Ck-bl ), /---_(k z £/,.+i -- (k, ,.__2?i .2; i Xi_ I Ayj and i,where Uk..t-l/2 -_- _ : -- , : gj -- Yj-I,
j, and k represent the x, 9, and ( directions, respectively. The overlined quantities are the
converged solution at. the previous st.cp (i - 1, i - 2, j - l, j -2).
The finite-difference equatiolls for the Fqs. (74)-(76) are linearized as follows:
.r-momentum equat ion
ACk-1fk - fk-, (& + &._,) = o
2
/',c(Ck zX_Fk) + ,,,._(.l',._cFk + _cFk 1"_. .7,._Y_) m2(:e/_G - V_) - ,,,s(-U_F_
(78.a)
= ml0(F_Sxlq + 6_.F_t,a. 1,_._,_,t _ _F,.6,.f_ 6¢F_6j_ + _5_F>,5_-f,)
(7S.b)
y-mome_t, mn equa t ion
gl,. -- gk-1 (G_,. + G_.-t) = 0 (79.a)
' - ' = - -7; "= ' - rn4((_;l_FkA¢(C_ AcG_) + m_(fa.6((-,,. + _6,..f_. - .f_6_(,_) - m3(2GG_ - (_-7_) 7
_ v' , - - ' - ' -- -- -- +Tn12c_-mlaG<+FkGk t I,.Gk) + n_s(,(/_b((,_: + bcGkgt_ _Jk6<Gk) mv(2f Fk -Fg)
-- , 77
= _5(Gk,5_..l'i _5(G_Sx-fi -4- (5(Gk_SxTi)




where the overlined quantities are evaluated from the previous iteration. The energy equation
does not require linearization since it is solved after the momentum equations.
The finite-difference momentum equations, Eqs. (78) and (79), are rearranged into a 2x2
block tridiagonal form as
Ilk : ]_l,'-1 71- _(tlk q- tlk-l) (81.a)
-A_.llk-i + B_.Hk - CkHk+l + a_.hk = Dk (81.b)
where
Hk = G_,
Ak, Bk, Ck, ak are 2x2 mat.rices, and Dk is a. vector.
These equations are solved by the Davis Modified Tridiagonal Algorithm (See Appendix A).
The finite-difference energy equation, Eq. (80), is arranged into a linear tridiagonal matrix
equation form as
BkEa.-1 + D_.Ek + A_.Ek+1 = Ck (82)
where Ak, Bk, Ck, and Dk are scalars.
This equation is solved using the Thomas Algorithm. The momentum equations and the
energy equation are solved iteratively in an uncoul)led manner until the converged solution is
obtained. The converged solution is usually obtained within ten iterations. If the converged
solution is not obtained wilhin twenty iterations, the flow may have been separated.
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5. I/ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 l_oun(lary-layer Parameter Definition
The skin friction coef[icients are defined and calculated from the following equations.
(a) for 2-D, axisymnletric flow and flow along a. plane of symmetry:
(b) for the flow along a leading-edge attachment line:
(_,o,,/o:).. 2_,..,,_(OF/O()u.(p/p_)_..(po,,_/_,_)'/_
C/_, - ½p_l,: 2 - p_l/2 (84)
(c) for swept wing flow:
(_,o,,/o=),,, 2,,., I ,,_[ (OF/OC,L_,(p/p_).,(p_I *,_ I /_,_x)_/_
:P,
(9_,/0:)., 2t,.,v_(OC;/OC).,(?/p_).,(p_ I,,_ I/l,_x)'/2
Cry - I _ t,.2 -
The derivartive ter_ns; (OF/{)()_,. and (OG/O_'),, are evahlated by second order one-sided





_,(:_1 + _6) _- (5i, + 5__)(aG) _
(5G + A6)2c6 - (AG)_6'_
zx¢:(5¢, + A6) _ - (AG + A_'_)(AG)_
(86.a)
(86.b)
Displa.cement thickness is defined and calculated from the following equations.
(a) all the flows except the swept wing flow:
Jo: F_5_:= (1 pV )d: = (l- F)dz (87)
(b) for swept wing flow:
Jo0 _' JO0 °°





Momentum thickness is defined and calculated in a similar manner as the displacement
thickness.
Heat transfer is calculated from:
(a,) for 2-D, a.xisymmetric flow and flow along plane of symmetry:
aT cp]l,v( [1 )w([?elge)l/2(or (S9)q,,,= z,(_),_,- p,. r,_ _,_ o--C)'_
(b) for the flow along leading-edge a.ttachnlent line::
OT c_, [ _w/" _, [ P e_te )1/2( (-)Tq,, = l,'( ._-a--),,,- t P--,,,,,-- )_, (90)
Pro!1
(C) for swel)t wing flow:
07'
K(,,, ) P,. /,_ J,_.,,%,.
where (OT/O() .... is obtained from:
(91)
0J' [(5C,) _ - (:x¢1 + _6)_]:T1 + (zX¢,+ :XG)_T_ - (/x¢,)_T_




The subsonic flow past a NA(IA 001'2 airfoil at 0 degrees angle of attack was selected as
a two-dimensional flow test (:as(' wi(h the following flow conditions (This flow condition is
the same as that used in llef. [4]):
_11_._= 0.5
_0 °
poo = 2116 ll_/./'t 2
Too = 520 ° H
T,, -- T_....
c = 0.28266.fl
The free stl'eanl I{eynolds lmml)er based on the chord length is 10(_.
"2'2
Tile inviscid solution was obtained using the Euler code developed by Drela [13]. Figure
7 shows the skin friction coet[icients. In this figure, skin friction based ell the flee stream
velocity (C:_. - (,o,,/:,:)u._l_v2 : is plott.ed to coral)are the results with Ref. [4]) These results were
obtained using uniform grid spacing in the normal direction with A_l = 0.1 and _ = 7.0.
The inviscid grid was used in the a'-direction. The results are in good agreement with the
result of Ref. [4] (not shown).
5.2.2 Axisymmetric Flow
The hypersonic flow over tlle sharl) cone (half cone angle of 5 degrees) with mass transfer
at the wall was selected as an a xisymmetric flow test case with the following flow conditions
(This flow condition is the same as that used in Ref. [4] and [14]):
kl._o = 7.4
half cone angle =5 °
Ct=0 °
pc<, = 701.4 N/'m 2
T_ = 69.7°K
T,,, = 316.65 °
From X = 0 to X = 0.096m., there is no mass transfer at the wall. From X =
0.096m, two types of mass transfer exist: (pw),, = 0; (pw) .....= -0.090117Nsec/m a or
Cq =-0.0020754 (wall suction).
The inviscid pressure was obtained using tile Euler code developed by M. D. Salas (un-
published work). The boundary-layer edge velocity (,l_./l:_,) from tile Euler code is about
0.99176 and the initial velocity (u_/l,(-<, at i=l) calculated using Eq. (B1) is 0.99184. There-
fore, for this flow, the initial edge velocity calculated assuming isentropic condition is very
close (within 0.01 percent difference) to the inviscid velocity given by the Euler code. This
seems to be because the shock angle is small (for this flow, about 9.2 degrees).
Figure 8 shows the skin frictioll coefficients on the cone with and without wall suction
condition. These results were obtained using non-uniform (stretched) grid spacing in the
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normal direction with "-'/-_(1 _- 0.005 and A((k + 1)/AC(k ) = 1.05. The step-size in the
x-direction (Ax) varies fi'om 0.001 (near the nose) to 0.01. The grid distribution used to
obtain Fig.8 call be seen ill PART II, section 6.3. The result is in good agreement with other
result [4] (not shown).
5.2.3 Flow along Plane of Symmetry
An ellipsoid of revolution having a four to one ratio of major to minor axis (a = lm,
b = 1/4m) was selected as a test case, and the boundary-layer solutions were obtained for
incompressible flow(Moo, = 0.05) at a = 6 °.
For this body, the angle between the x and Y coordinates (0) is ?r/2. The metric coef-
ficients can be obtained exacl.ly, and the velocity components can be obtained analytically
for the incompressible flow [15]:
ha = {l+(X/a-l)'2(/'2-1)}1/21-(X/a-_i
/,_= b_/1-(x/. - 1)_
,,_= _,,_,(_.,;(t)co.__,cos3 - V_o(t)sino.sin3 cos¢)





where t = b/a. Note that .r is measured along the axes X although x-direction is along the
body surface; therefore .c = X in quantity, llere t3 is the angle between the line tangent to
the ellipse and the positive X axis; it is given by
cos/_= v/1- (x/.- 1)_ (94.a)
_/1+ (x/,, - 1)_(t_- 1)
3 < 0 if X/a > 1, and /3>0 i.f X/a < 1 (94.5
The parameters l/_(t) and l[_0(t) are functions of t and are defined by
_.;(_) = (1 - t_)_/_
V/-1 -12- ½t21n { 1-{i_,2),/21+('-0P'2} (95.a
k;0(t)- 2ko(t)- 1 (95.b
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The skin friction coefficients(C/_ Rv/_--_ = ,(ou/a:)_ _ where a = 1) as a function
I/2VL V -¥ '
of X at an angle of attack of 6 degrees are shown in Fig. 9. The present numerical results
were obtained using the following grid distributions: Ax=0.002 near the nose followed by
Ax=0.02 downstream, Ay = 5 °, and 61 grid points normal to surface uniformly spaced such
that A_'=0.1. The result is in good agreement with result given by Iyer [4] (note that Iyer's
result must be multiplied by 1/v/22 for comparison due to the different definition of Re_).
5.2.4 Flow Along A Leading-edge Attachment Line
The subsonic flow past an infinite swept cylinder with a diameter of 0.75 feet and a sweep
angle of 60 ° at 0 degrees angle of attack was selected as a test case with the following flow
conditions:
Moo = 0.126675
A = 60 °
Ct_-0 °
p_ = 2116.Slb/ft 2
T_ = 520°R
The inviscid solution was obtained from the analytical potential solution along with
the sweep theory. For this flow, the :r-coordinate is along the leading-edge, and the Y-
coordinate is normal to the leading-edge aud measured from the center of cylinder. The
metric coefficients are defined hi = 1.0 and h2 = 0.375 where h2 is the radius of the cylinder.
The skin friction coeIficient is the same along the leading-edge a ttachnmnt line. The velocity
profiles at various suction levels are plotted instead of the skin-fl'iction coefficient for this
test case. Figure 10 shows the results of applying suction Cq=0, -0.0005, -0.001, -0.002,
-0.005, and -0.01. The Reynolds ntullber based on the momentum thickness at the zero
suction condition is about 203.
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5.2.5 Swept-Wing Flow
The subsonic flow past a 'clean-ul)' glove of tl_e swept-I)ack tal)ered F-I,t wing ([16]) was
selected as a test case. The flow conditions are the same as that used as case .5 in l/ef. [16]:
kl,_ = 0.80
A1 =22 ° ,A2=4 -6S°
= 0.53 °
p_ = 785.3 lb/./t 2
= 430°R
c = 5.4256 ,t't
which makes the chord l/(,ynolds mlml)er 15 Million.
Figure 11 shows th(" pressure (listril)utioll (measured) on this glove. The skin friction
coefiqcient (Cry) for zero suction as calculat(,d using lhe l)resetlt lnethod and the I(aups-
Cebeci code arc conll)arc(l il, Fig. 12 alLd are ill good agreement. The velocity profile (v)
and its first and second normal derivatives at X/c = 0.405 ( 40-th station ) calculated using
two codes are shown in Fig. 13. The agreement is very good with the exception of small
differences in the second n()rnlal (leriw_tive near the wall.
The logarithmic disttu'l)ance aml)lication factor N was calculated with the envelope
method using the COSAL [18] linear stability analysis code to assess the effect of the differ-
ent boundary-layer codes. 'l'lle cnvelol)e lnetllod calculates the wave length and orientation
angle coml)ination thai maximizes lhe disturl)ance growth tk)r a fixed frequency. The cur-
vature effect and non-1)arellel effect was not considered in this code. The N factor for a
disturl)ance frequency of 3000 llz was obtained using the result of the I)resent method and
of the Kaul)s-Cebeci cod(' and are COml)ared in Fig. 14. The difference is within 2 percent.
For this flow, the nlosl alnplifie(I (lisi url)a('es are cross-flow vorti('es (the wave angle and the
inviscid streamline direction is about 85 degrees) up to the 60 percent chord location.
The skin friction coet[icient ol)lain('d using 1,2aul)s-Cebeci code for this test case does not
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showwiggleswhensuction is not applied. Tile skin friction coefficientobtained usingKaups-
Cebecicodeshowswigglesfor someflowcases.Tile wigglesarepropoundespeciallywhenthe
pressuredistribution near thestagnationpoint is not smoothor whensuction is applied. The
skin friction coef[icientdistributions with suction Cq = -0.0007 for X/c = 0.0.51 to 0.332
obtained using the two boundary-layer codes are compared in the Fig. 1,5. Immediately
after the suction region, i.e., from X/c = 0.33, the skill friction coefficient obtained using
the Kaui)s-Cebeci code shows an oscillation. The velocity and its normal derivatives at
X/c = 0.405 (40-th step) are compared on Fig. 16. The first and second normal derivatives




A computer programhasbeenpresentedfor solving the compressible,laminar boundary-
layer equationsfor two-dilnensional,axisynlmetric, and quasi-three-dimensionalflowswhich
includes flow along tile plane of synametry,flow along tile leading-edgeattachment line,
and swept wing flowswith appropriate conical flow approximations. The method hasbeen
applied to a number of two-dimensional, axisymmetric, and quasi-three-dimensionalflow
casesover a range of speedsand validated. The results indicate that this bounda.ry-layer
code gives velocity and temperature profiles which are accurate, smooth, and continuous
through the first and secondllormal derivatives. This codeCallbe coupled with a stability
analysiscode and usedto predict the onsetof the boundary-layertransition which enables
the assessmentof the laminar flow control techniques. The CPU time for a.typical swept
wing with 48 streamwisestation and 50 to 88 grid points acrossthe boundary layer was
about 4 secondson the CRAY-2 or 1.5secondson the CRAY Y-MP computer.
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Appendix A. Block T,idiagonal Matrix Algorithm
The two vector equationsto be solvedare
hk = ha.-1 + A('k-----_l(llk + Ha-l) (Al.a)
2
--Aktlk-1 + BkHk - Ckflk+l + akl_k = Dk (Al.b)
where Ak, Bk, Ca, and ak are 2x2 matrices, Ha, Irk, and Dk are vectors. These equations
are solved using the Davis Modified Tridiagonal Algorithm. The variables Ea, ea and da are
introduced such that
H_, = E_,llk._l + ek.l_.-1 + (lk (A2)
where Ek and e:k are 2x2 matrices, and (1_:is a vector.
Using gq. (A2), Eq. (AI.1)) becomes
-- Aktla-1 + Batty. - Ca, E_+I tlk - Ckea+_h.k - Ck(/a+l + akhk = Da (A3)
Define
I_ k _- (t k -- (-_kCk+ 1 (A4)
Then, Eq. (A3) may be written as
- A_.Hh._I + (Bk - CkEa+l)Hk + Rkha = Da + Ckdk+l (A5)
Substituting Eq. (Al.a) into Eq. (AS) gives
(--Ak + --
A_k-1
2 l{k )Ha.-1 + (Ba. - CkEk+l + --
A(a-1 Ra)Hk + Rahk-1 - Dk - Ckdk+l = 0 (A6)
'2
Next, define
Solving Eq. (A6) for Ha,
Ha = pkl(A_
t)_. = B_,. -- C#E/,.+I + --AG-I Ra. (A7)
2
/,(-\( h -1
l_k)Hk-I -- p_l Rkhk-1 + pk 1 (Dk + Ckdk+l ) (A8)
2(.)
Equating Eqs. (A2) and (AS)term by term yields
_:_.= -pZ.1/_k
A(k-1
E_. S. j A_ +
"2




Tile boundary condition at the edge of tlle boundary-layer (k=kmax) is
1.0 ]
This provides the conditions
1.0 ]
_.,,,,,. = Ea ....... .= 0 (A10)
The parameters of Eq. (A!)) at'_' first determizwd for decreasing values of k (kmax-1, kmax-
2,...,2) beginning at the edge of t.ll¢' boulldary-layer. Then Eqs. (Al.b) and (A2) are solved
for increasing values of k (k=2,3,..., knmx) using the boundary conditions at the wall,
lit = bl = 0 (All)
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Appendix B. Boundary-I_ayerEdgeConditions
B.1 Two-dimensional and Axisymmetric Flow
For an isentropic flow (when there is no shock between the free stream and the body),
the boundary-layer edge velocity is obtained from Cp by the following equation.
'u_/l,Q_, = I (7- 1)fil,_ ( 2 + 1)w-_/"Y - 1 (B1)
However, for a non-isentropic flow (when there is a shock between the free stream and the




d.r p_ d z
which is another form of Eq. (21). This equation is integrated using the fourth-order Runge-
Kutta method. For a blunted nose body at a. supersonic free stream condition, we assume
that there is a stagnation point where u¢ is zero and the stagnation pressure was calculated
assuming that the streamline to the stagnation point passed through the normal shock. For
a sharp nose body at a supersonic free stream condition, the initial edge velocity ('u_ a.t i = 1)
was obtained from the Eq. (BI). This approximation is based on the assumption that the
shock angle relative to t.h(- free stream is small. It wonld be better to replace this value if
an accurate yah1( (u_ at i = 1) is available and especially when shock angle is not small. To
replace this va.lue, put the value in the subroutine EDGECON.
In the code, if the free-slrealn Mach number is greater than RISENTD (0.7 is set in
the code), the flow is assumed t.o be non-isentrol)ic; and Eq. (B2) is integrated to obtain
the boundary-layer edge velocity. However, if the velocity (u_) is availal)le along with the
pressure distribution from the inviscid code, integration of Eq. (B2) is not needed. In that
case, use option I,_UE=I.
B.2 Swept-wing Flow
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The method to calculatethe coordinatey is the sameasusedin Ref. [5]. The nondimen-
sionalwing thicknessdistrilmtion _/c is assumedspecifiedasa function of X/c on the airfoil
surface. Tile boundary-layer calculations are done along the arc formed by the intersection
of a sphere of radius x = :to and the conical wing surface. This chord intersects the sphere
at the wing leading-edge as shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5. A new variable ¢ is defined by (see
Fig. 6)
X/c = 1 - cos¢ (B3)
A negative value of X/c implies negative value of ¢, and ¢ = 0 designates the leading-edge.
The variable y is obtained from lhe integration of the following equations.
ely 1 l(d,Y 2 dg)2+(_)29,7- +(d6 (B4)
For a swept-back wing with the spanwise conical flow assumption (Fig. 3),
c
a,o = cosA1 (_aJTA1- tan A2)
d.v _ - 1 _"c si,_ ¢
d¢ cosA1 h 1/2 (
(19 at0 dh.
d_ "2h.a/_ dO
d=__ c y d(=_/C)o




(glc)o dh }2/, d¢






For a swept-forward wing with the spanwise conical flow assuml)tion (Fig. 4),




c(1 - cos¢ ) _ 2












dd) 2h 3/2 dO
{csino [a'0cos,\, - c(1- cos )]dh+ '-'h £ J
d_ _ c { d(=,/C)o (=,/c)odh }dO _inAlh 1/2 de) 2h dO






(-i/C)o denotes the ordinate of the defining airfoil and is ol)tained by cubic polynomial in-
terpolation. Integration of the equations above starts from the stagnation line (leading-edge
attchment line) where 9 = O.
We solve the following surface Euler equations which are derived from Eq.(33).
- (BS.a)d,a
d(v_/V,:_) 2 p.-,,:,dC_,
- -2 ud_,¢/l_. (BS.b)
dy p_ dy
The equations above are integrated by the fourth order Runge-Kutta method with the initial
conditions:
v_ = 0 for isentropic flow (B9.a)
v_ = 0 for non-isentropic flow (B9.b)
where Cp, is Cp at the stagnation line. Because the coordinate systems for swept wing flow
are defined a.s in Figs. 3, 4, and 5, u_. is negative for swept-back wing flow with the spanwise
conical flow assumption (Fig. 3) and u_ is positive for the other swept wing flow cases(Figs. 4
and 5). When there is a. shock in front of the wing, it is better to replace the initial condition
(u¢/V_ = -t-sinAi) by a lnore accurate value if it is availal)le because this approximation is
based on the assumption that shock is parallel to the stagnation line. To replace the initial
condition, put the value in the subroutine WING.
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It, is not necessary to int,ograte Equation (B8.b) for isentropic flow since v_ can 1)e obtained
from known C_, and ,_. In the code, if free stream _lach number is less than RISENWG (0.7
is set. in the code), t.lle tlow is assumed t.o be isentropic.
B.3 Temperature
The temperature at the edge of the 1)oundary-layer can be obtained using the total
inviscid velocity, i.e.,
_;/7:_ = 1+ , ._1L[1-(v--2)_] (B10)
Equation (B10) is derived t'ronl the inviscid energy equation and is valid for all speed
regimes. Temperature at. the I)oundary-layer edge is calculated using the above equation
in the boundary-layer codo.
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PART II. USER'S MANUAL
1. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
BLSTA wasdevelopedto solvethe compressible,laminar boundary-layerequa,tionsfor the
two-dimensionalflow (KASE=0), axisy,mmetric flow (KASE=I), and quasi-three-dimensional
flowssuchastile flow along ttle planesof symmetry (KASE=2), the flow along the leading-
edgeattachment line (I,:ASE=3), swept-back and swept-forward wing flows with the span-
wise conical flow assumption (KASE=4), and swel)t,-bacl( delta wing flow with the streamwise
conical flow assumption (KASE=5). [ising BLSTA, the flows for wide speed range (from sub-
sonic to hyl)ersonic ) can I)e solved; the i)osl-shock conditions are not needed as a. free-stream
condition when lhere is a shock ill front of the subject fox" SUl)elsonic flow. The velocity
profiles and their normal derivatives are calculated to be used by the st.ability analysis codes
a,s follows: eat"t_k [17] code for I<ASE=0,1,2,3, and COSAL [_8] or COSOUR [19] code for
KASE=4,5.
The governing boundary-layer equatiolls are in dimensional form; consequently, all in-
puts to BLSTA must be consistenlly dimensiona.1. This code operates in either English
units(ft, Ib, _ec, °R) or SI(_II{S) units(m, kg, ._e:c, °I(). Ilowever, for swept wing flow (
KASE= 4 and 5), use English units to be consistent with the stability analysis codes, COSAL
or COSCUR, a.s these stability analysis codes(as written) use English units.
The code block, COMBLCI(, wl,ich lists the common blocks, is designed for flexibility
in changing the dimensions in the spatial coordinates(x and z) and to avoid listing the
common blocks in each subroutine. This COMBLCK is included in tile main program
and most of the subroutines (except subroutine SY and interl)olation subroutilles) by an
'INCLUDE' statelnent. The dimensions of the common blocks are controlled by changing
the parameters IMAXF and KMAXF in the COMBLCK. If either IMAX or KMAX, which
are the actual number of grid points in the x and z-direction, respectively, happens to
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exeedIMAXF o1"I,_MAXF,the boundary-layercalculationshouldstopand tile corresponding
parameters(IMAXF o1'I,_,_IAXF)shouhl be increasedso that they are greater than IMAX
or KMAX. Also, it. should l)e noted that h[MAX, the numberof grid points in tile normal
direction, may be increasedautoma.licallyin the boundary-layercodeinitially (at i=l ) and
as marchingdownstreambecauseof increa.sing(_.
The flow chart of the BLSTA is shownon Fig.17. The convergenceof the boundary-layer
solution is checkeda.t eachi-th step in the subroutine SOLVE. If the convergencefails, the
flow is most probably separated.The skin friction coefficients{Ca,_or Cj-_) are a measure of





















calculates the boundary-layer parameters for KASE=0,1,2.
calculates the boundary-layer l:)arameters for KASE=3.
calculates the boundary-layer parameters for KASE=4,5.
calculates the coefficients ml through rnl3 for KASE=0,1,2, i_>2
calculates tile coe[ficient.s -tl
calculates the coefficients ml
calculates the coe[[icients ml
calculates the coef[icients 17/1
through mx3 for KASE=0,1,-,9 i=l
through mqa for KASE=3, i>'2
through "tqa for KASE=3, i=l
through mla for KASE=4,5, iR2
calculates the coet[icients ml through 7Y_13 fOl" KASE=4,5, i=l
cubic 1)olynomial interl)olation subroutine
calculates first and second normal derivatives to be used in the stability
analysis codes
For a. given C v distribution, locates the stagnation point and calculates the
boundary-layer edge velocity(u_) for KASE=0,1
reads in input file
integration subroutine
linear interl)olatioll subroutine (used if INTEV :/ 0)
solves block tridiagonal matrix equations using Davis Modified Tridiagona.1
Algorithm
writes the velocity profiles and its norlnal derivatives on COSLNPUT which
is to be read by the COSAL or COSCUR stability analysis code when
KASE=4,5.
writes the velocity profiles and its normal derivatives on BFLOW which
is to be read by the cM''lit" st.ability analysis code when KASE=0,1,2,3.
writes the input echos, velocity profiles, boundary-layer edge conditions,







calculalcslhe coef[icientsfor the tridiagonal systemsof equations and
solves l he momentunl equations and energy equation iteratively.
derivative subroutine
solves the stagnalion point flow (key parameter is C*).
solves the tridiagona.l systems of equations using Thoma.s Algorithm
calculates velocity components for a given C v distribution (for KASE=4,5)

























.k/c for defining airfoil, where c=chord. (for I(ASE=fl,5)
speed of sound
C(= plt/P_t_) at (xi, zk)
6, boundary-layer tllickness where V/V_ =BLTK
V'/k_- value for defining boundary-layer thickness, 0.995 is set in
the code.








O( I\'l cos O ) / Oy
(5_, displacement thickness in .r-direction
(5_, displacement thickl_ess in y-direction (for KASE=4,5)
lengl.h scale (1) = V/_a'/u¢ (NASE=0,1,9,3) = (RASE=4,5)
L_N3"i, _ 2" i -- d:i_ 1
/--.NHj
5(/,., = (,_:+1 -- (k
_G
7
F at )he point (.r,, z_.)
G at the l)oinl (,ri, z_.)


















the solution ill" F fi'om sul)routine NTRID
the solution for G fi'om subroutine NTRID
f at, the point (xi, zk)
g at, the point (xi, zk)
hi at, the point (xi, yj)
h.2 at the l)oint (xi, yj)
inde× t"o1"the boundary-layer grid in the x direction
i-th step where the boundary-layer calculation stops (not necessarily
the same as IMAX or ISTOP)
number of boundary-layer grid points in the x-direction
maxinmm possible number of grid points in the x-direction, given
in COMFILCI(
index for the boulldary-layer grid in the Y direction
index for the boundary-layer grid in the C direction
index for case of the flow
=0 ['or two-dimensional flow
=1 for axisymmetric flow
=2 for the flow along the plane of symmetry
=3 for the flow along the leading-edge a,ttachnaent line
=,1 for the swept wing flow with the spanwise conical flow assumption
=5 for the delta wing flow with the streamwise conical flow assumption
lmml)er of grid points in the z-direction (may be changed as i increases)
(I(MAX _< KMAXF)
maximum possible number of grid points in the z-direction, given in
(_,OMBLCI\
=1 when wall mass injection exists























=1 when the shape of nose is sharp (when there is no stagnation point)
=0 when the shape of nose is bhmted (when there is a stagnation point)
=1 when the wall temperature is given as a boundary condition
=0 for adiabatic wall condition
=1 when the inviscid velocity is given as input (for KASE=0,1)
=0 when the inviscid velocity is not given as input
=0 when using the English units (ft, lb, sec, °R)
=1 when nsing SI units (m, kg, sec, °K)
7771 _ .._ 7)_13
number of input stations for the streamwise airfoil (for KASE=4,5)
1), pressure
7r
p_, free stream pressure
Pr, Prandtl Number
qu,
fi'ee-stream Mach number below which isentropic condition is used to calculate
the edge velocity for 2-D and Axisymmetric flow (0.7 is set in the code)
free-stream Mach number below which isentropic condition is used to calculate



































leading-edge sweep angle ill degrees
trailing-edge swee 1) angle in degrees
s
t,elnl)erature inside the boundary-layer at (a'i, Zk)
boundary-layer edge temperature
nlomentllm t]|ic];ness ill ;r-direction, defined as fo_'_ _(1 - _)dz
-av(1 -nlonlelltunl thickness in !/-direction, defined as fo_' p_ _,-
for KASE=-t,5
Zu,
KMAX and (¢. (=((KMAX)) are to be increased as going downstream
so that (u/u_)t,.=l_,_l.4X-i is greater than this vahte, typically 0.99999
maximum crosswise velocity
Xlc (KASE=0,1,4,5)or .r (KASE=2,3)
.r tot. KASE=0,1,2,3, !,, for I(ASE=4,5
cross-flow l{es'_lolds uulnber, <h,fined as pC c,,_,,_,bo.m/tt,
.d
.c (for I(ASE=4,5)
_/c for oh'filling airh)il (for KASE=4,5 only)
p'/c for 2-1) flow, where c= chord












Inputs to BLSTA are read through subroutine INPUT. There are three input formats
which differ dependingon type of the flow. The necessaryinput l)arametersare described
below. For supersonicflow, and when a shock is presentbetweenthe free st.reamand the
body, wedo not haveto replacetile free streamcondition by the post-shockcondition, i.e.,
the undisturbed freestream condition is still usedfor the freestream condition.
4.1 Two-dimensional and Axisymmetric Flow
KASE =0 for two-dimensional flow







i-th slep to stop the computaion
=1 when using the SI (MKS) Units (m, kg, sec, ° K)
=0 when using the English Units (.ft, lb,_cc,°R)
=1 when the shape of the nose or leading-edge is sharp (if there is no
stagnation point)
=0 when the shape of the nose or leading-edge is bhmted (if there is a
stagnation point)
=1 when the wall t.enq)eratul'e is given as a boundary condition
(T\VTA I)B(I) must be specified.)
=0 when adiabatic wall condition is used (TWTADB(I) is not
needed. Although it. might be specified in the input, it will be neglected.)
=1 when ,vail mass injection exists (CQD(I) nmst be specified)
=0 when there is no wall mass injection (CQD(I) is not needed.
Although CQl)(I) might be specified below, it will be neglected.)
=1 when tlw inviscid velocity is given as input
(recomlnended when there is a shock in front of the body)
4.t






M,_ (fi'ee stream Mach munl)er)
P,x, (free stream pressure) in N/m 2 (if MKS=I) or in lb/ft 2 (if MKS=0)





ZETAE and KMAX will be increased in BLSTA so that (lt/Ite)KMAX_ 1 is
greater lhan this value, typically 0.99999.
C_ at i=l (guess value, note that ZETAE and KMAX is increased as








nullll)er of input stations where C v is specified
chord in ,,,(if MKS=I) or in .f/(if MKS=0)
0 for 2-D flow
rt,., radius of leading-edge, measured from axes of rotation for axisymmetric
body, in re(if MKS--1) or in ft(if MKS=0)
nun-Jl)er of additional points for the boundary-layer grid between each
inl)ut stations
=0 output stations for the stability analysis will be the same as the inviscid
grid poillts(input stations).
=1 outl)ul, sta.lions for the stability analysis will be the same as the
1)oundary-layer grid points (used when INTEV -¢ O)







!l'/c tot" 2-1) tlow, where c= chord
(7" -ri_ )/c for axisymmetiric flow, where c= chord
(',/ (= (pu,),,,/p.-,.,I'%), (',t < 0 for suction
7,,,/_/',, .... (This is a required input if KTW=I)
u_/Ii×, (This is required input if KUE=I)
["or a b|Ullt leading-edge body (KSIIALE=0), the first hll)ut stiat.ioll does not have to
be the stagnation point; however, the inl)ut stations must enclose the stagnation point.
The code locates the stagnation point and starts the boundary-layer calculations fl'om the
stagnation point ( The code resets i=l al the stagnation point). For an axisymmetric flow,
the first input station should 1)e sliglflly downstream of the nose lip to avoid h2 = 0. For an
a,xisymmet, ric nacelle al)plicat.ioa, use nonzero rl_ which is the radius of the nacelle leading-
edge measured from the cenl.cr o[ total.loll of lhe body.
In the code, T\\:AI,I_(I). which will be used as the wall boundary condition, is calculated
from the input T\\:TAI)II(I) (= 7',,./T,,,,) value and the adibatic wall teml)erature (_l'_,w)
which is approxinu_led 1)v lhe following equal.ion.
"1;,,,. = 1'_(1 + __MS e) (II.1)
This equation gives a fairly accularc value for T,,w. tIowever, t.o apply a more precise wall
telnpcrature condition, Sl)ecil'y values directly to TWALL(I).
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4.2 Flow Along Plane of Symmetry and Along Leading-Edge Attachment Line
KASE =2 for the flow along the plane of synnnetry






i-th step to st.op the computaion
=1 whel_ using the SI (MKS) Units (m, kg, sec,° K)
=0 when usilLg the English Units (ft, lb,._¢c," R)
=1 when the shape of nose or leading-edge is sharp (if there is no
stagnation point )
=0 when the shape of nose or leading-edge is blunted (if there is a
stagnation point)
--1 when the wall teml)erature is given as a boundary condition
(T\VTAI) B(I) must 1)e specified.)
=0 when adiabatic wall condition is used (TWTADB(I) is not
needed. Although it might be specified in the input, it will be neglected.)
=1 when wall mass injection exists (CQD(I) must be specified)
=0 when there is no wall mass injection (CQI)(I) is not needed.






/ll,x, (free stream Mach nunll)er)
P,_. (free stream pressure) in N/m 2 (if MKS=I) or in lb/ft 2 (if MKS=0)
2/'_. (free stream tempel'attlre) in °K (if MKS=I) or in °R if (MKS=0)
UKMAX1
ZETAE
ZETAE and K_IAX will be increased in BLSTA so that (u/u_)I,-MAX-1 is
greater than this value, tyl)ically 0.99999.




requiredevenat i=l, and as i increases)
A((1)






















* 1 ) 2"2
-c,,, (= (p
6, t (= (pw),,,/p,._[,%), Cq < 0 for suction
2;,,/7;,,,, (This is a required input if KTW=I)
The location of the first input station should be slightly downstream of the stagnation
point or nose tip for the flow along the 1)lane of symmetry (KASE=2). j=l designates the
plane of symmetry or the leading-edge attachment line. j=2 is off the plane of symmetry or
off the leading-edge attachment line.
To apply a more precise wall temperature condition, specify values directly to TWALL(I)
because T_,,,, was approxinlated by tlle Eq. (II.1).
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4.3 Swept Wing Flow
Input paran_eters written in the hlput file tot' swept wing flows are the same as Kaups-
Cebeci code [,5] inl)ut except the first two lines.
KASE =4 for swept wing flow with the spanwise conical flow assumption





=1 when the wall temperature is given as a boundary condition
(TWTADB(I) must be specified.)
=0 when adiabatic wall condition is used (TWTADB(I) is not
needed. Although it might be specified in the input, it will be neglected.)
=1 when wall mass injection exists (CQD(I) must be specified below)
=0 when there is no wall mass injection (CQD(I) is not needed.
Although C.QD(I) might be specified below, it will be neglected.)
number of addit.ional points for the boundary-layer grid between each
inviscid inpul, station. If you want 2 more boundary-layer grid points
between each inviscid input station, set INTEV=2. This is usefill if the
inviscid grid is sparce or highly nonuniform. If you want the boundary-layer
grid the same as the inviscid grid, set INTEV=0. Setting INTEV > 0 may
cause early' convergence failure if the pressure distribution is not reasonable
near the stagnation point.
=0 output stations for the stability analysis will be the same as the inviscid
grid points(input stations).
=1 out.put stations for the stability analysis will be the same as the
l)oundary-layer grid points (used when INTEV -¢ 0)
NI
IMAX
number of inl)ut, stations for the airlk)il
















chor(l length in fl for the airfoil
lea(ling-edge sweep angle iu degrees (negative for swept-forward wing)
lrailing-edge sweep angle ill degrees (negative for swept-forward wing)
(_,ol used for I(ASI';=5)
:_/,_+(f'rce strcaln hla('h mlmber)
I'×. (free stream velocity) ill j't/scc, input only if-_lr_ ----0.
l_:(, (free stream pressure) in lb/,l't 2




X/c h)r (h'finiltg airfoil, where c= chord. A(I)=0.0 must t)e input if
cal('ulaliolls coulain the leading edge. Total of NI points
T/(' for detining airfoil, where c= chord. Y(I)=0.0 must be input if






.\/c of illl_ltl slatiolls, tolal of IMAX points, must include the stagnation
litwat I = 1.
('l, values at .\'/c of input stalions, total of IMAX points
C,j values (= (pu,),,,/[,._,l.'+7:,+), C v < 0 for suction. Total of IMAX points.
7;,./7', .... values, lot al of IMAX points. Required if 1,_TW=I
I'_appa value, l.ola] of IMAX points. Required for COSCIIR stability code.
5O
Tile following concerningsweepanglesA1and A2nlust beobserved.
AI > 0, A, > As t'o1"swept-back wil]g flow (I(ASE=4) (II.2.a)
,\, < 0, ,\2 < 0, At > ,i2 for swept-forward wing flow (KASE=4) (II.2.b)
A, > 0 tbr delta wing flow (KASE=5) (II.2.c)
As described in 1}ART I_ Appendix B, this code does not assume isentropic flow to calcu-
late the velocity components when the free stream Mach nt, mber is greater than RISENWG;
therefore, supersonic flow can be solved without replacing the flee stream condition by the
condition downstream of t lLe shock. The sweep angle does not need to be changed either.
Airfoil coordinates aim the pressure illpul t'o1"I£ASE=4 are along the streamwise direction
as shown on Figs. 3 and 1. Ilowever. airfoil coor(linates and the pressure input for I(ASE=5
should be along t.he dire('tion as indicaled on Fig. 5. A few extra points ah('ad of the
stagnation point should 1)e included ill the definition of the airfoil for proper interpolation
of the geometrical data near the stagnation 1)oint.
The first input station Inust 1)e the stagna.tion point and the p,'essure coefficient at this
point can be obtained analytically by the following equation for isentrol)ic flow (subsonic
flOW).
} 7, _ (II.3), 7- 1 _I2co. 2 A )'_/('r-1) 1 /931<..o,. 1 - -
For the swept wing flows, a variable normal grid is necessary because _ increases rapidly
as i increases. Tlle presenl, code employs a stretched normal grid which applies a constant
ratio between two ad.iacc,,t grid spacings, i.e., A(,'(k + 1)/A(,'(/,:) = h" = co,,st. The total
number of points across the 1)oundarv layer, I(MAX, can be calculated by the following
equation:
I(MAX = + - 1)(¢/A&)]
171h"
A uniform nortnal grid, of course, can be obtained by setting h: = 1.
(II.4)
For tyl)ical swel)t
typical swel)t wing, the following guide nlav l)e useful although it lnay differ {lel)en(ling o,1
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wing flows, h" = 1.05 is a reasonable value. For a quick estimate of input ZITPAE ((_.) fOl' a
the velocity gradient at, the stagnation point.
Al - A2 _, 0.01 (in degrees)
,\,- A_ _ 1.0 (in degrees)
,\L - ,\2 _ 10. (in degrees)
,\1 - A2 _- 20. (in degrees)
Al -- A2 _> 30. (in degrees)
---+ G _ 0.01 (II.5.a)
----+q'_ < 0.1 (]I.5.b)
G < 0.2 (II.5.c)
-+ q'_ _< 0.4 (II.5.d)
---+G _< 1.0 (H.5.e)
Assuming ,,: = 1.05, if we choose A(, = g'_/500, we have 67 grid points at the stagnation
point.
In the code, TWAI,I,(I), which will 1oe used as the wall boun(lary condition, is calculated
from the input T\VTADB(I) (= 7;,,/T,,,,) value and the adibatic wall temperature (T_,)
which is al)pl'oximaled by the Eq. (II.1). Equation (II.1) gives a fairly accutare value for
T_,. Ilowever, to apply a more precise wall temperature condition, specify values directly
to TWALL(I).
BLSTA can use either SI unit or l;hlglisil unit. llowever, since the stal)ility analysis codes,
COSAL and COSCITI{ use l"mglisll units, English units should 1)e used for this case (swept




The standard out.pul, t'roin Bt,STA is written on FORT.30 by subroutine OUTPUT.
(1) The flow condition and other input paralneters are echoed. This includes
KASE, ISTOP, MI{S, I,_SIIAIIE, NrI'W, I{I{O\V, PR, RMINF, PINF, TINF,
UKMAX1, ZETAE, I)ZI'_'I'A1, lilt, IMAX, CtlORD, Ill, E, INTEV, and ISTABW.
NI, S\VLE, S\VTE is added for NASE=4 and ,5.
Also the calculated free-stream conditions, CP(%, specific heat), ROINF(p_.),
RMYUINF (1',_.), RNUINI;'(,:,_.), AINI (a_,), \,:INI_ (I:_,)are printed.
(2) The velocity and temperature profiles for all the i step (i=l,..,lL) are printed:
C, F (= u/,,_:), G (= _,/l';._: or ,,.,,/I.;._::), T/%(= a_/p) for k=I,2,..,I{MAX, i=l,2,..,IL
(3) The boundary-layer edge condit.ions are prinl.ed:
u_, ,:_, P_, 2/;., p_, t*_, i:,, I';, and _/_ tbr i=l,2,..,IL
(4) The boundary-la3_'er parameters are printed:
XC(.¥/c), (:FX((':.,.), _:_l:_'II(a), DSl'TX(,52. ), TllMOX(x-lnomentum t hiclCness),
CFY(C:_), '' ..... =" ,,I)S1 1 '_ (b._,), TII OY(v-molnentum t hick,_ess), QXV(qw), TXVAI, L(?g)
for i=1,2,..,1L
The unit for q,, is l.V/n, 2 (if MI{S=I)or Bttt/.sec/.fl 2 (if MI{S=0).
5.2 Output t.o St.ability Analysis Codes
The profiles of the flows of 1{ASI';=0,1,2,3 are written by the subrout.ine OUTEMAL on
BFLOW which can be read by the 2-D and Axisylnmetric, spatial, linear st, ability analysis
code, eM'li'_ [17].
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llUlllber of l)oints inside the boundary layer
length scale l = _'u_
lleynolds munl)er, = u_l/14, where 1= _u_
Length lleynolds nunlber, = (Uel/Ue) 2
llondimensional st, realnwise curvature, = It,
t," >0 for convex, t," <0 tk_r concave
(lr/d_, where r is local radius of body and _ measured along tile body
r; local radius of body
moment, urn thickness
boundary-layer thickness
momentunl t,hicl<ness lleynolds number (l_eo)
l_t:o/3 L
Prandtl Nunlber
= 1 xvilell using the SI (MKS) IInits (m, kg, _ec," I()






1)oundary-layer edge teml)erature (7'_)
l_oundary'-layer edge viscosity (t*¢)
)(/c (added for reference)





R 0 EtiO( I,N )
TP(K)
TDP(K)
_l(,,/,,_ )/,/( : / l)
d(7'/7; )/d(=/I)
_1_(7'/7'_)/a( =/_)_
Tile profiles of the flows for NASI';=,I,5 (swept wings) are written by subroutine OUTCOS
on COSLNPI]T which can be read by lhe 3-1), t,elnporal, linear st,ability analysis codes,
COSAL [18] and C()S(II:I{ [19].
('O%I,NI'IJT





nulnl)ev of OUllmt, sial,ions














mlml)er of l>oint, s inside t,he boundary laver
length scale 1 = (5_





cross-ilow I/eyuolds munber, = p_ Cma,: 60.01/#_, for COSCUR code
5; RI(APA(I)/(csi,,(SWLE)), for COSCUR code























,q -,,/,,, )/,q :/z)
,l_(-,,/ ,,, )/(/( : / l)_
p_/p(= T/T_)
,l('r/T,)/,q:/l)
(l_(T/T_ )/d( :/l) _
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6.2 NACA 0012 airfoil























































































































































ukmaxl zetae dzetal rk




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ukmaxl zetae zetal rk




































































































































































































































































6.4 Axisymmetric engine nacelle
Engine nacelle external flow
1
istop mks kshale ktw krow
56 0 0 0 0
pr rminf pinf tinf
0.72 0.82 498.145 394.013
imax chord rle inter istabw





























































































































































































































































































































































6.5 Ellipsoid of revolution along windward plane of symmetry























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6.6 Ellipsoid of revolution alollg leewaFd plane of symmetry




istop mks kshale ktw























































leeward plane of symmetry
krow
o
tinf ukmaxl zetae dzetal rk


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6.7 Infinite swept cylider along the leading-edge attachment line
This input file was used t,o generate tile result presented in PART l, section 5.2.4.
Infinite swept cylinder leading-edge attachment line
ktw krow
0 0
pinf tinf ukmaxl zetae dzetal rk


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.To reduce the size of output,
FORT.30 will be shown.
SAMPI,E CASE OI_TPUT
data, only the boundary-layer parameters
7.1 Flat plate
written on file
i x/c cfx blth dsptx
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































x/c cfx blth dsptx





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































x/c cfx blth dsptx thmox








































































































































































































































































x/c cfx blth dsptx thmox


















































































































































































































































7.7 Infinite swept cylider along tile leading-edge a,ttaclmlent line
i x/c cfx blth dsptx thmox
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Figure 5. Coordinate Sb'stem for the Delia Wing Flow
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Figure 10. Velocity Profiles (lnfil_ite Swept, (',ylin<ler, ._/,, = 0.126675, a= 0°)
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Figure 13. Velocity Profile and Its Normal Derivatives
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